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Summary. This chapter proposes a combination of estimation of distribution algorithm
(EDA) and the 2-opt local search algorithm (EDA/LS) for the quadratic assignment problem
(QAP). In EDA/LS, a new operator, called guided mutation, is employed for generating new
solutions. This operator uses both global statistical information collected from the previous
search and the location information of solutions found so far. The 2-opt local search algorithm
is applied to each new solution generated by guided mutation. A restart strategy based on sta-
tistical information is used when the search is trapped in a local area. Experimental results on
a set of QAP test instances show that EDA/LS is comparable with the memetic algorithm of
Merz and Freisleben and outperforms estimation of distribution algorithm with guided local
search (EDA/GLS). The proximate optimality principle on the QAP is verified experimentally
to justify the rationale behind heuristics (including EDA/GLS) for the QAP.

1 Introduction

The Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) is a combinatorial optimization prob-
lem introduced by Koopmans and Beckmann [1] to formulate and solve the situation
where a set of facilities have to be assigned in an optimal manner to given locations.
The problem can model a variety of applications in scheduling, manufacturing, sta-
tistical data analysis, etc. Çela [2] gives a good overview of theory and algorithms
for the QAP.

GivenN = {1, 2, · · · , n} and two n× n matrices A = (aij) and B = (bkl), the
QAP can be stated as follows:

min
π∈Sn

c(π) =
n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

aπ(i)π(j)bij (1)

where π is a permutation of N and Sn is the set of all possible permutations of
N . In the facility location context, A is the distance matrix, so that aij represents
the distance between locations i and j. B is the flow matrix, so that bkl represents
the flow between facilities k and l. π represents an assignment of n facilities to n
locations. More specifically, π(i) = k means that facility i is assigned to location k.
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The QAP is one of the most difficult NP-hard combinatorial problems. Solving
QAP instances with n > 30 to optimality is computationally impractical for exact al-
gorithms such as the branch-and-bound method [18]. Therefore, a variety of heuristic
algorithms for dealing with large QAP instances have been developed, e.g. simulated
annealing [4], threshold accepting [5], neural networks [6], tabu search [7], guided
local search [8], evolution strategies [9] , genetic algorithms [10], ant colony op-
timization [11], memetic algorithms [12], and scatter search [13]. These algorithms
cannot be guaranteed to produce optimal solutions, but they are able to produce fairly
good solutions at least some of the time.

Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs) [3] are a new class of evolutionary
algorithms (EAs). Unlike other EAs, EDAs do not use crossover or mutation. Instead,
they explicitly extract global statistical information from the previous search and
build a posterior probability model of promising solutions, based on the extracted
information. New solutions are sampled from the model thus built. Like other EAs,
EDAs are good at identifying promising areas in the search space, but lack the ability
of refining a single solution. A very successful way to improve the performance
of EAs is to hybridize them with local search techniques. In fact, combinations of
genetic algorithms and local search heuristics, often called memetic algorithms in the
literature, have been applied successfully to a number of combinatorial optimization
problems. Recently, we have combined an EDA with guided local search (EDA/GLS)
[19] for the QAP and obtained some encouraging preliminary experimental results.

A combination of an EDA with a very simple local search (EDA/LS) for the
QAP is proposed and studied in this chapter. EDA/LS maintains a population of po-
tential solutions and a probability matrix at each generation. The offspring generation
scheme in EDA/LS is guided mutation [19] [20]. Guided by the probability matrix,
guided mutation randomly mutates a selected solution to generate a new solution.
Each new solution is improved by the 2-opt local search. A novel restart strategy
is used in EDA/LS to help the search escape from areas where it has been trapped.
The experimental results show that EDA/LS is comparable to the memetic algorithm
(MA) of Merz and Freisleben [12] and outperforms EDA/GLS on a set of QAP in-
stances.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, EDA/LS is introduced.
Section 3 presents the comparison of EDA/LS, EDA/GLS and the memetic algorithm
[12]. The proximate optimality principle, the underlying assumption in heuristics
including EDA/LS, has been experimentally verified in Sec. 3. Section 4 concludes
the chapter.

2 Algorithm

At each generation t, EDA/LS maintains a population Pop(t) = {π1, π2, . . . , πN}
of N solutions and a probability matrix:
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p(t) =






p11(t) . . . p1n(t)
...

...
pn1(t) . . . pnn(t)




 ,

where p(t) models the distribution of promising solutions in the search space. More
precisely, pij(t) is the probability that facility i is assigned to location j in a promis-
ing assignment.

2.1 2-opt Local Search

The local search used in this chapter is the 2-opt local search [16]. Let π be a solution
for the QAP. Then its 2-opt neighborhood N (π) is defined as the set of all possible
solutions resulting from π by swapping two distinct elements. The 2-opt local search
algorithm searches the neighborhood of a current solution for a better solution. If
such a solution is found, it replaces the current solution and the search continues.
Otherwise, a local optimum has been reached. In our experiments, the first better
solution found is accepted and used to replace the current solution. In other words,
we use the first-improvement principle.

2.2 Initialization

EDA/LS randomly chooses N solutions and then applies the 2-opt local search to
improve them. The N resultant solutions {π1, π2, . . . , πN} constitute the initial pop-
ulation Pop(0). The initial probability matrix p(0) is set as

pij =
1
n

.

2.3 Update of Probability Matrix

Assume that the population at generation t is Pop(t) = {π1, π2, . . . , πN}. Then the
probability matrix p(t) can be updated (as in PBIL [14]) as follows:

pij(t) = (1− β)
1
N

N∑

k=1

Iij(πk) + βpij(t− 1), (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) , (2)

where

Iij(π) =

{
1 if π(i) = j ,

0 otherwise .

0 ≤ β ≤ 1 is a learning rate. The bigger β is, the greater the contribution of the
solutions in Pop(t) is to the probability matrix p(t).
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GuidedMutation(π, p, α) Input: a permutation
π = (π(1), . . . , π(n)), a probability matrix p = (pij) and a positive
parameter δ < 1. Output: σ = (σ(1), . . . , σ(n)), a permutation.

Step 1 Randomly pick [αn] integers uniformly from {1, 2, . . . n} and
let these integers constitute a set K ⊂ I. Set V = I\K and
U = I.

Step 2 For each i ∈ K, set σ(i) = π(i) and U = U\{π(i)}.
Step 3 While(U �= ∅) do:

Select a i from V, then randomly pick up a k ∈ U with
probability

pik∑
j∈U pij

.

Set σ(i) = k, U = U\{k} and V = V \{i}.
Step 4 Return σ.

Fig. 1. Guided Mutation for creating offspring with permutation representation

2.4 Generation of New Solutions: Guided Mutation

Guided by a probability matrix p = (pij)n×n, guided mutation [19] [20] mutates
an existing solution to generate a new solution. This operator also needs a control
parameter 0 < α < 1. It works as shown in Fig. 1.

The goal of guided mutation is to generate a solution σ. Step 1 randomly divides
the facilities into two groups. The first group has [αn] facilities and the second one
has n − [αn] facilities. In Step 2, facility i in the first group is assigned to location
π(i), which is the location for this facility in solution π. Step 3 arranges the facilities
in the second group sequentially, based on the probability matrix p.

2.5 Restarting Strategy

In EDA/LS, if the average cost of the population does not decrease for successive L
generations, EDA/LS will re-initialize its population. New initial solutions should
be as far from the current population as possible, since EDA/LS has intensively
exploited the current area. Let p = (pij) be the current probability matrix. Then
EDA/LS generates a new initial solution as shown in Fig. 2.

Obviously, the larger pij is, the smaller the probability that π(i) = j is in the
above procedure. Therefore, the resultant π should be far from the current population.

Two other commonly-used restart strategies are the random restart and the mu-
tation restart. The random restart generates the new initial population randomly. It
does not take into consideration any information from the previous search. In the
mutation restart [12], each solution except the best one in the current population is
mutated to yield a new initial solution. Mutation restart does not explicitly utilize
global statistical information in the current population.
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REstart(p)
Input: p = (pij) : a probability matrix.
Output: π = (π(1), . . . , π(n)), a solution.

Step 1 Set U = {1, 2, . . . , n}
Step 2 For i = 1, 2, . . . , n

Randomly pick a k ∈ U with probability

[1 − pik]
∑

j∈U [1 − pij ]
.

Set π(i) = k and U = U\{k}.

Step 3 2-opt Local Search: use the 2-opt local search to improve π.
Step 4 Return π.

Fig. 2. The probability-based restart strategy

2.6 Structure of EDA/LS

The framework of EDA/LS is described in Fig. 3.

3 Computational Experiments and Analysis

3.1 Experimental Comparison with EDA/GLS and MA

EDA/LS has been compared with the memetic algorithm (MA) of Merz and Freisleben
[12] and EDA/GLS [19] on a set of QAPLIB test instances [15]. EDA/LS was im-
plemented in C++. All the experiments reported in this chapter were performed on
identical PCs (AMD Athlon 2400MHZ) running Linux. The parameter settings for
EDA/LS were as follows:

• Population size N = 10;
• The number of new solutions generated at each generation: M = N

2 ;
• The number of generations used in the restart condition: L = 30;
• The control parameter in Guided Mutation α and the learning rate β used in

the update of probability matrix. We have used two different settings: (α, β) =
(0.3, 0.3) and (α, β) = (0.5, 0.1).

The experimental results are given in Table 1.
In this table, the MA results are from one of the best MA variants with the diversi-

fication rate R = 1 and CX recombination operator (please see [12] for details). The
instance column lists the QAPLIB instances (the number in the name is the problem
size). The cost of the best-known solution for each instance is given in the best known
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Step 0 Parameter Setting Population Size: N . The number of new solutions generated at
each generation: M . The control parameter in GuidedMutation: α. The learning rate
used in the update of the probability matrix: β. The number of generations used in the
restart strategy: L.

Step 1 Initialization Set t := 0. Do initialization as described in subsection 2.2. Set π∗ to
be the solution with the lowest cost in Pop(0).

Step 2 Guided Mutation For j = 1, 2, . . . , M , do:
pick up a solution π from Pop(t), do
guided mutation

σ = GuidedMutation(π, p(t), α)
2-Opt local search

improve σ by the 2-opt local search.
Step 3 New Population Choose the N best solutions from {σ1, . . . σM} ∪ Pop(t) to

form Pop(t + 1). Set t := t + 1. Set π∗ to be the solution with the lowest cost in
Pop(t). Update the probability matrix using (2).

Step 4 Stopping Condition If the stopping condition is met, stop. Return π∗.
Step 5 Restart Condition If the restart condition is not met, go to Step 2.
Step 6 Restart For j = 1, 2, . . . , N, set πj = REstart(p(t)). Set

Pop(t) = {π1, π2, . . . , πN}. Find the lowest cost solution σ∗ in Pop(t). If
c(π∗) > c(σ∗), set π∗ = σ∗. Update the probability matrix using (2). Go to Step 2.

Fig. 3. The framework of EDA/LS

column. The average percentage excess over the best-known solution obtained over
10 runs for MA, EDA/LS and EDA/GLS is listed under avg% for each algorithm.
t/s is the time in seconds used in each run. A number in bold type indicates the result
is the best among the three algorithms.

The one tailed t-test results at the 0.05 significance level are also presented in Ta-
ble 1 for the alternative hypothesis that the mean best solutions obtained by EDA/LS
have lower costs than those obtained by EDA/GLS or MA. Column t-test1 lists the
t-test values between EDA/LS and EDA/GLS and column t-test2 lists the values be-
tween EDA/LS and MA, where t is the absolute value of the t statistic. sig < 0.05
suggests that EDA/LS is better than EDA/GLS or MA in terms of solution quality.

In Table 1, the better results obtained by the two sets of parameters in EDA/LS
are listed. The respective results of EDA/LS with the two sets of parameters on these
test QAP instances are listed in Table 2. In Table 2, “∗” denotes that the version of the
algorithm with the parameter set (α, β) = (0.3, 0.3), while “+” denotes the version
with the parameter set (α, β) = (0.5, 0.1). The numbers in bold in these two tables
indicate the better result of the two obtained

The results in Table 1 show that in 5 QAP instances (tai60a, tai80a, tai100a,
tho150, and tai256c), the results obtained by EDA/LS are better than those of MA,
whereas they are worse in 3 instances (sko100a, tai100b, and tai150b). Based on the
t-test, EDA/LS is significantly better than MA in 2 instances (with sig < 0.05). In
7 instances EDA/LS is significantly better than EDA/GLS. Therefore, we can claim
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Table 1. Comparison of EDA/GLS, MA and EDA/LS

EDA/GLS MA EDA/LS t-test1 t-test2
instance best known avg% avg% avg% t sig t sig t/s
els19 17212548 0.000 0.000 0.000 - - - - 5
chr25a 3796 2.391 0.000 0.000 6.129 0.000 - - 15
bur26a 5426670 0.000 0.000 0.000 - - - - 20
nug30 6124 0.000 0.001 0.000 - - 1.000 0.172 20
kra30a 88900 0.000 0.000 0.000 - - - - 20
ste36a 9526 0.041 0.087 0.000 2.475 0.018 1.769 0.056 30
tai60a 7208572 1.209 1.517 1.320 0.555 0.296 0.989 0.174 90
tai80a 13557864 0.887 1.288 1.138 0.827 0.215 0.850 0.204 180
tai100a 21125314 0.779 1.213 1.158 3.137 0.006 0.627 0.273 300
sko100a 152002 0.066 0.027 0.034 2.395 0.020 0.786 0.226 300
tai60b 608215054 0.132 0.000 0.000 1.906 0.045 - - 180
tai80b 818415043 0.513 0.000 0.000 4.419 0.001 - - 300
tai100b 1185996137 0.135 0.000 0.005 3.966 0.001 1.000 0.176 300
tai150b 498896643 0.351 0.180 0.357 0.989 0.348 3.422 0.004 600
tho150 8133484 0.091 0.187 0.169 1.899 0.045 0.485 0.319 600
tai256c 44759294 0.042 0.096 0.074 1.695 0.062 2.077 0.034 1200
Avg. % 0.414 0.287 0.265

“-” indicates that the t-test has not been carried out for these instances since the corresponding
algorithms found the optimal solutions.

Table 2. Comparison of EDA/LS and MA

EDA/LS∗ EDA/LS+

instance avg.% avg.%

els19 0.000 0.000
chr25a 0.000 1.713
bur26a 0.000 0.000
nug30 0.000 0.039
kra30a 0.000 0.728
ste36a 0.000 0.075
tai60a 1.522 1.320
tai80a 1.206 1.138
tai100a 2.080 1.158
sko100a 0.222 0.034
tai60b 0.000 0.000
tai80b 0.034 0.000
tai100b 0.142 0.005
tai150b 0.508 0.357
tho150 0.364 0.169
tai256c 0.120 0.074
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that EDA/LS outperforms EDA/GLS and is comparable with MA in terms of solution
quality within a given time limit.

3.2 The QAP and the Proximate Optimality Principle

The proximate optimality principle (POP) assumes that good solutions have similar
structure [17]. It is an underlying assumption in most heuristics including EDA/LS.
In fact, only when the POP holds, a probability model used in EDA/LS approximates
a promising area.

To verify the POP on the QAP instances, we have conducted the following exper-
iments: 500 different local optima π1, . . . , π500 are generated by applying the 2-opt
local search on randomly generated solutions, then we sort all the 500 obtained local
optima with respect to their costs in ascending order. For each local optimum πk, we
generate 1000 distinct local optima σ1

k, . . . , σ1000
k by applying the 2-opt local search

on randomly generated solutions in a neighborhood of πk (the set of all the solutions
differing from πk on at most 0.1n items in our experiments). We compute the aver-
age cost and the average Hamming distance to πk of the local optima σ1

k, . . . , σ1000
k .

Figures 4 and 5 plot these average costs and average distances.
From these figures we can observe the following:

• The average of local optima around a better local optimum is lower.
• The better πk, the shorter the average distance of σ1

k, . . . , σ1000
k to πk is.

These observations verify the POP in these QAP instances. Therefore, it is reasonable
to use statistical information collected from the better local optima visited in the
previous search to build the probability model.

4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed EDA/LS, a hybrid evolutionary algorithm for the
QAP. In EDA/LS, a new operator, guided mutation, is used to produce new solutions.
Guided by a probability model which characterizes the distribution of promising
solutions in the search space, guided mutation alters a parent solution randomly to
generate a new solution. Every new solution is then improved by the 2-opt local
search. The search is re-initialized when it gets trapped in a local area. EDA/LS has
been compared with MA and EDA/GLS on a set of QAP instances. The comparison
results show that EDA/LS is comparable with MA, and outperforms EDA/GLS.

Most, if not all, meta-heuristics implicitly or explicitly use the proximate opti-
mality principle The preliminary experiments in this chapter have verified the POP
on several QAP instances. We believe that a deep understanding of the POP will be
helpful in designing efficient algorithms for hard optimization problems.
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